Kyber Network (KNC)

About:

Kyber is a on-chain liquidity protocol that anyone can tap into for a wide variety of inter-token use cases.

Kyber Network is connecting the fragmented tokenized world by enabling instant and seamless transactions between platforms, ecosystems and other use cases.

Kyber Network Crystal (KNC) is an ERC-20 token and an integral part of Kyber Network. KNC is the glue that connects different participants in the Kyber Network ecosystem, including both liquidity contributors and the different entities that leverage on the liquidity network.

Advantages:
1. **Diversity** : Opening up our reserves contribution to make it seamless for anyone to be a reserve and contribute to our global liquidity pool, including funds and token teams.

2. **Interoperability** : Greater interoperability through cross-chain solutions in collaboration with other players in the ecosystem.

3. **Scalability** : Scalability by continuing development on Gormos, our recently proposed high-performance scaling solution that will enable real-world adoptions for decentralized applications.

4. **Platform-Agnostic** : It is Platform-agnostic, allowing any application or protocol to be powered by our liquidity network, without limiting innovation and ecosystem diversity.

5. **Instant Settlement And No Transaction Uncertainty** : Our protocol makes real world commerce and decentralized financial products feasible by enabling instant inter-token transactions with a wide range of token options and no settlement risk, which are critical factors for many use cases.
6. **Ease Of Integration**: Kyber is built for ease of integration with different applications, as we run fully on-chain and all operations are transparent. Our key design focus is to be developer-friendly and highly compatible with other systems.